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Introduction  

In the spring of 1989, a skinny boy with a mullet haircut and baggy, checkered nylon 

shorts showed up in the back lot of an industrial park to tryout for a club soccer team.  It was a 

big decision for the boy who had played only recreationally to that point.  It involved much soul-

searching and confidence-building; it involved taking a risk.  He almost didn’t step from his 

mother’s wood-paneled minivan in his brand new cleats and too big goalie gloves when he saw 

the older boys in full beards pile out of their muscle cars.  However, awkwardly, timidly, the boy 

eventually made his way to the patchy fields and a week later onto the team.   

 I often think about that tryout and my future had I not exited my mother’s minivan.  For 

me, that moment launched a sequence of events, which, thirty years later, brought me to Baker, 

to a doctorate program, to enhanced professionalism, to broader perspective, to pinpointed 

discernment of mission, vision, values, and goals.  After making that club soccer team, I became 

a starter for the Kansas Olympic Development Team, a four-year letterman for the Shawnee 

Mission South varsity squad, and a member of the University of Missouri-Kansas City mens 

soccer program.  This chain of soccer experiences created the opportunity for me at the age of 

nineteen to return to Shawnee Mission South to coach boys and girls soccer.  I quickly found that 

I enjoyed working with young people—the impact and influence, the modeling and motivating, 

the support and sustenance.  It was meaningful and rewarding, a calling which compelled me to 

pursue a degree in education.  The pieces came together; the stars aligned.  Soccer led to 

coaching which led to student teaching which led to a full-time position.  By stepping out of that 

minivan, I stepped into the classroom at twenty-three to begin what would be a satisfying, 

illustrious career in which I would become a cornerstone of the South community investing over 

half my life as a student, teacher, and coach.   
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My success in the classroom and my age in life motivated me to seek My Next—a game 

plan for the second half, a blueprint for the final act.  The two years in the educational leadership 

doctorate program have been somewhat of an existential quest, a re-defining of who I am and 

what I want to be at this stage of my career.  Much like the fated quality of my soccer 

experience, the serendipitous timing of my entry in the Baker program aligned symmetrically 

with my professional trajectory.  I have been living in real-time the lessons of my classes and 

field experiences, applying them in my roles as a department chairperson at the building level 

and as a curriculum coordinator at the district level.  The doctorate program and my district job 

have challenged me to deepen and clarify my understanding of education and my purpose within 

the field.   

At times, the program and my job also have pushed me into the red zone, testing my 

abilities to simultaneously, adroitly choreograph a thousand disparate tasks into some kind of 

semblance of synthesis—of focus and direction, alignment and momentum.  In this past year 

alone, I coordinated the English Language Arts, Social Studies, and World Language curriculum 

cadres; I served on the SMSD Strategic Plan steering committee; and I facilitated the SMSD 

Cornerstone curriculum cadre for the implementation of KSDE’s Social-Emotional Character 

Development standards.  I attended educational conferences, hosted professional development 

events, and led administrative meetings.  I participated in a middle school pizza box relay, 

piloted a cardboard boat engineered by fifth graders, and supervised high school students at the 

Kansas state capitol for a Youth and Government conference.  I have circulated between many 

groups and among numerous stakeholders.  I have been afforded the rare and valuable 

opportunity to glimpse many educational spheres to not only study the ISLLC standards but to 
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live them in such a way that going forward I will apply and assimilate them seamlessly and 

effectively into my personal professional practice and into our district educational philosophy.   

I end my time in the Baker program with a diploma, a vision, and a design for the next 

ten years—the second half, the final act of my career.  I know who I am and what I will do.  I am 

committed to serving the students, teachers, families, and stakeholders of the Shawnee Mission 

School District.  I am committed to living with integrity and transparency.  I am committed to 

leading in such a way that it elevates and empowers those with whom I interact and engage.   

Standard 1 

 ISLLC Standard 1 states that an “education leader promotes the success of every student 

by facilitating the development, articulation, implementation, and stewardship of a vision of 

learning that is shared and supported by all stakeholders” (CCSSO, 2007).  DED 9000 

Foundations of Educational Leadership proved to be the necessary, seminal experience to start 

my journey toward the doctorate.  The course began somewhat like the first five minutes of a 

long soccer game.  The speed and intensity of the reading and writing load put me on my heels, 

sent me backpedaling across the field.  Having been out of the college game for several years, I 

had to knock off the rust, get my bearings, and set my feet for the tough fight ahead.  The course 

was a call to action; it sorted out the contenders from the posers.  It was an educational boot 

camp to break and build.  It was exactly what I needed.   

 The course forced me to define in specific terms my leadership style.  It became a two-

year task refined by all of my readings, writings, interviews, presentations, mappings, projects, 

meetings, conferences, observations, evaluations, and myriad district tasks.  In the end, it 

confirmed, but also enriched and equipped, my identity as a servant leader.  One key course 

assignment in DED 9000 Foundations of Educational Leadership had our class work in 
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groups to define various leadership styles.  Auspiciously, our group researched servant 

leadership.  In our research, I found words, phrases, and ideas that I had spent a career crafting as 

a teacher of literature, a coach of soccer, an advisor of broadcast, a sponsor of pep club, and a 

member of the building leadership team.  In all of these roles, I sought to cultivate community 

and to facilitate personal growth, to build both individuals and programs.  I wanted to empower 

others by having my boots on the ground, working beside students and teachers to model and 

mentor, to listen and learn.  I felt reassured and validated by the DED 9000 Foundations of 

Educational Leadership 7 Word Activity in which 33 teachers at Shawnee Mission South High 

School through an anonymous survey identified me as dedicated, reliable, passionate, caring, 

intelligent, organized, and leader.  Their descriptions reinforced my own self-concept and 

solidified my commitment to servant leadership as the right match for my personality and the 

right fit for my district.      

 The servant leader is a true middleman—the liaison and lynchpin—of a school district.  

The servant leader must fluidly move and communicate between all stakeholders: the standard-

bearer of the district mission, vision, values, and goals.  To do so, the servant leader must possess 

that delicate balance of humility and confidence to earn the trust of stakeholders at all levels 

within the school district.  It requires transparency and investment as well as a thick skin and 

emotional equilibrium to receive constant feedback so that the servant leader can accurately 

gather and transmit through an ongoing, responsive process, a constant and consistent loop of 

answers and clarifications, problem-solves and trouble-shoots.  The servant leader is like the 

holding midfielder in soccer, typically the most talented yet quiet player on the field, floating up 

and down the field between the forward line and the defensive line, dictating the flow of play, 

moving the ball in and away, connecting the game, setting up teammates with just the right pass 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pwki0FTeu9BjZa93FU-U-MX8w9lscMUE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pwki0FTeu9BjZa93FU-U-MX8w9lscMUE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w8Vwx5sIP0ycKdM4zJHAmplikgbTfq7s/view?usp=sharing
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at just the right time.  Campbell (2012), in Get-Real Leadership, a text from DED 9000 

Foundations of Educational Leadership, argues that organizations do not thrive and survive by 

marketing one big shiny thing—which eventually will be copied and cheapened—they thrive and 

survive through the one hundred little things that happen behind the scenes, that often happen 

anonymously, just like the one hundred little passes of the holding midfielder in the soccer 

example; each one, however minute and routine, must be sharp and clean to make smooth the 

flow and tight the design of the team.  Fullan (2011), in The Six Secrets of Changes, a text from  

DED 9009 Systemic School Improvement and Evaluation, reinforces this message and 

reiterates the skillset required of servant leaders within the system who must connect peers with 

purpose, build capacity, make learning the work, and seek transparency.  A shared vision of 

learning is more an outcome of process than precondition.  It is in the way it is lived in the one 

hundred little moments not just posted on a website, tweeted, or housed in a document in a 

notebook on a bookshelf in an office of an administrator.  

  In The Things They Carried, Tim O’Brien (1990) warns that military leaders, when 

separated from the fields and trenches, no longer hear the sound of war.  They lose the sense of 

the experience.  They cannot feel the reality; they are outside the flow, disconnected from the 

emotional truth of the situation on the ground.  In “The Second Coming,” William Butler Yeats 

(1919) observes that “Turning and turning in the widening gyre / The falcon cannot hear the 

falconer; / Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold.”  Both literary examples get at the 

importance of servant leaders within the organization.  If district administrators become too 

separated from the sound of classroom teachers, and if teachers can no longer hear the call of 

administrators, then the district will become a dysfunctional organization, fragmented into 

hundreds of little purposeless pieces, passes that don’t connect, a glut of random resources and 
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initiatives, and plagued by the killers of culture—apathy, ambiguity, and artificiality.  It is the 

doom loop of which Collins (2001) warned organizations, a disruption of momentum 

characterized by kneejerk reactions and detours, a buckshot approach to programs, without the 

unifying sense of purpose and direction by which all decisions are measured.  According to 

Collins (2001), in an article from DED 9000 Foundations of Educational Leadership, 

organizations must have Level 5 leaders who build enduring greatness into the organization, who 

set up others for success, who talk about the company but not themselves, who come from within 

not outside the company, and who give credit to others for success and who take responsibility 

for failure.  These values underscore the function and essentiality of a servant leader within a 

district.  Such a person is best positioned and equipped to hear the sound, to connect the falcons 

and falconers, to know the emotional truth and the “brutal facts of the current reality” in order to 

best guarantee the faithful delivery of the district vision for learning.   

To prevent losing the sound and things from falling apart, ISLLC Standard 1 is 

imperative and foundational.  It requires servant leadership in the middle roles—the department 

chairpersons, the building leadership teams, the curriculum cadres, the district coordinators.  

Fullan (2011), in The Six Secrets of Change, from DED 9009 Systemic School Improvement 

and Evaluation, outlined the essential dimensions of relational coordination which constitute his 

first and fundamental secret of effective learning organizations: love your employees.  The 

servant leader must reinforce shared goals, build shared capacity, foster mutual respect, provide 

frequent communication, and use problem-solving language.  Fullan’s (2011) framework 

complements Lencioni’s (2002) pyramid, studied in my book talk from DED 9000 Foundations 

of Educational Leadership, for developing functional teams, characterized by trust, feedback, 

commitment, accountability, and results.  By living the values of Fullan and Lencioni, the 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ClHbV-ivEqFp7vcDYBOXAxwyq2sGrTXl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HuE1fwz7mem7phvVW2F__DTY-A5Cbu6t/view?usp=sharing
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servant leader better serves as steward of the district vision of learning.  Brian Jordan, Executive 

Director of the Kansas Association of School Boards and guest speaker in DED 9000 

Foundations of Educational Leadership, compared the role to a fire spotter who must climb 

the ladder both ways—up and down—to faithfully relay what is seen both from the sky and from 

the ground.  The servant leader must accurately carry and translate the message in a language 

that all stakeholders understand.  In DED 9004 Curriculum, Learning, and Instruction, we 

discussed the four types of intended curriculums—written, supported, taught, and tested—as 

discussed in the Glatthorn, Boschee, Whitehead, and Boschee (2016) text.  The servant leader 

must ensure alignment and tightness, must reduce ambiguity and variance in the strategic plan 

and curriculum maps, for the district vision for learning must be disseminated not diluted.    

 To accomplish ISLLC Standard 1—to be a servant leader and a steward of the district 

vision of learning—I implemented several protocols and practices in working with 

administrators and teachers.  The process began with the launch of our messaging at the district 

leadership retreat before the start of the school.  The district wanted to leverage professional 

learning communities (PLC) to implement a Response-To-Intervention (RTI) framework in the 

buildings.  The focus would be Tier 1 (universal quality initial instruction) and Tier 2 (responsive 

student interventions based on timely formative data).  In my presentation to the district 

leadership team, I established a foundational understanding of an effective PLC culture by using 

the program logic model that I created in DED 9009 Systemic School Improvement and 

Evaluation.  I also shared tools (1*5*10 team test, RTI pyramid, Culture of Learning graphic) 

and characteristics (positional power, expertise, credibility, leadership) from Eaker and Keating’s 

(2012) Every School, Every Team, Every Classroom from DED 9009 Systemic School 

Improvement and Evaluation for revamping guiding coalitions and building leadership teams 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zxBZAAb6_fdsYgphHPW3WnFTi0rGodgz/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pvIs8-YBoh64CbsPZ8GWXQWMYRMw8EWKfeNFLpStpZ8/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13GOzBjUGUGQ1M3iX_9X5r4BOBfislrVS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pWWrVqNatWctH3XjgW6NS3iBBPOHbOnH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/159qGpcR9DbC4Ajy8M2nIO3n5lXz1Qaad/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tmpmqFzkGcW0VcglGlsz2t97MnpVRbeT/view?usp=sharing
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in order to frontload the implementation of the PLC/RTI initiative.  After the presentation, 

building administrative teams participated in a data dive workshop to create an picture of their 

current building reality using tools provided to them (Data Examination Protocol, Building Data 

Picture, The Five Whys).  The presentation and workshop created the context and provided the 

data for each building to implement the district vision for learning for the school year.   

 To provide ongoing support for the district vision of learning, I conducted quarterly 

professional development sessions for building administrators and instructional coaches through 

a book study of Buffum, Mattos, and Malone’s (2017) Taking Action: A Handbook for RTI at 

Work.  The sessions focused on quality initial classroom instruction so that building principals 

could more effectively identify, evaluate, and promote best practices with their staffs.  It also 

allowed for consistent language and resources for messaging and training by the instructional 

coaches who provided building professional development at weekly faculty meetings.  As part of 

my professional development sessions, I used the Hattie research from DED 9004 Curriculum, 

Learning, and Instruction and from my district book study of Frey, Hattie, and Fisher’s (2018) 

Developing Assessment Capable Visible Learners to frame the discussion of proficiency scales, 

unpacking standards, learning progressions, and formative assessments.  I also used the 

formative assessment definitions and tools from Garrison and Ehringhaus’s (2013) article in 

DED 9009 Systemic School Improvement and Evaluation to explain a balanced assessment 

system, especially in terms of purpose and placement of assessments in the learning cycle.  The 

resources shared (Unpacking standards template Tier One learning progression, Tier One 

instructional strategies) with the building leadership teams were designed to increase fidelity to 

our district curriculum by identifying and unpacking priority standards and to build the 

instructional capacity of our teachers with high leverage strategies with large effect sizes.    

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tkzRKydsYIfFHI38-STchf8zULeQs91e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vJxD_4pje5G1QMqPXlfwg3qjarFExidl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vJxD_4pje5G1QMqPXlfwg3qjarFExidl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1z_PSW5kQE9EDGCPmy3-rybrcHLkqQjW_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14WUZCzr_DrbjJg97M0lJjVQ606T8qx4k/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gmT7jd_TDIHgXX988-qOfgWKaqYZ-Sd9ForIsHyCPRk/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1G6fVfp279W4Zq4IyL53sCkxe8l5ZSXkO/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CrgqFpiFJaeGDc3NFJft6N-Ve_-8VlwnSVzd1LNOGuQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CrgqFpiFJaeGDc3NFJft6N-Ve_-8VlwnSVzd1LNOGuQ/edit?usp=sharing
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 Besides working with administration, I worked with teachers in various capacities to 

ensure consistency and transparency in communication of the district vision for learning.  After 

teaching in the same building for eighteen years, I had procured a certain amount of social 

capital.  The staff trusted me; they bought in what I had to say.  It was disorienting to be in front 

of teachers from other buildings in my initial meetings as a district curriculum coordinator.  The 

teachers were guarded; they assumed a defensive posture.  I was an outsider.  I had to disarm, 

break the wall, earn their respect.  It was a process.  I used strategies from DED 9001 

Communication and Collaboration in Leadership, especially the collaboration audit from 

Kouzes and Posner (2017), the five principles for problematic groups from Ermeling (2012), and 

the consensus building tool from Corcoran (2012) to establish rapport and trust.  I created 

multiple channels of communication.  I facilitated ongoing curriculum mapping meetings, 

organized quarterly curriculum collaboratives, and distributed weekly email newsletters.   

Each curriculum mapping meeting, whether with ELA, Social Studies, or World 

Language teachers, followed a similar template.  I would open meetings with a sharing of the 

district vision for learning.  I would provide updates from the SMSD strategic planning process 

and the KSDE curriculum leader meetings.  I would establish the goals for the day, which 

involved developing a fully articulated curriculum map with clearly identified priority standards.  

I would share relevant data and resources for the day.  I would create consensus around methods 

and pathways to accomplish our goals.  I would ask for questions and clarifications about the 

process and about the district vision for learning.  I would sit with teachers during the mapping 

process to guide the work and to get testimonies about the realities and needs of the classrooms.  

I would involve instructional coaches to help facilitate the process.  I would guide teachers 

through a final read, edit, and approval of the curriculum maps, such as these ELA and Social 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1elA5wMGcTZ_J7WF-YJyqNE2kOZiYlJDr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q-wccqourCXofHUpJhCn1oXt7Yic93JY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E7SkNvQgv1dHDXA8OkEmL1J7Pg8Ov_GJ/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hj-2R2NOwyvrmdztcnl0RWrfEcrGtGGAYKgTeU_vsz4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NTmuLAra8yeDPOv7ES1fClq5_Pl8q3y4FJWTOeIO2Rs/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1atOtlqUeBXTGmzIRO2UpNut2Q7f2lI0B/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1lzxQ8enMdQ6yx1YwcCFJs7rsMnswBqlGSlEJhaEmnxI/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1asnqn_wrn5ALws_AsNuDyABRyzbz3Rwg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k4iUdQCL0tCLFbxtIaHGObm61K7ReOBt/view?usp=sharing
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Studies examples.  I would share the final curriculum maps with the district Curriculum, 

Instruction, and Assessment team to vet and approve.  I would post the final curriculum maps to 

the staff page of the district website, share them with department chairs, and email their links in 

my weekly newsletters to teachers and administrators.  I sought voice and ownership in the 

process, and I feel that by the end of the year, I established a solid template for conducting 

curriculum mapping meetings in order to increase transparency with and motivation for and 

understanding among teachers.  

 In addition to my approach with the ongoing curriculum mapping meetings, I also 

resurrected quarterly curriculum council meetings, which I rebranded as curriculum collaborative 

meetings.  One representative from each high school and middle school attended the meetings to 

ask questions and receive information.  I designed the meetings to serve as feedback loops 

between the ten secondary school buildings and the central district office.  Again, in the spirit of 

collaboration, the desire for transparency, and the goal of clarity, I shared with the building 

representatives news and updates from district leadership meetings, state curriculum meetings, 

and strategic plan steering committee meetings.  The building representatives shared the 

curriculum collaborative meeting notes with their teachers through department meetings and 

PLCs.  I also emailed highlights from the meetings in my weekly newsletters.   

I dubbed the meetings collaboratives because I wanted to set the tone and approach for 

the meetings which would be based on “truthful, genuine, reciprocal, and respectful” 

communication between the buildings and district to use the language in the beliefs of our 

district’s strategic plan.  I also intentionally used the word collaboratives to reinforce a vertical 

accountability and mindset for each of the five feeder patterns in the district.  For too long, our 

middle schools have been left to fend for themselves, on an island, without clear connection and 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k4iUdQCL0tCLFbxtIaHGObm61K7ReOBt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g0oikGZRaII11wuOI8IdxSnlNgGtG22p/view?usp=sharing
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purpose within the larger system.  I wanted to shift the thinking to a grade 7-12 continuum in 

which every teacher in every grade is working in unison toward a common goal–a future-proof, 

success-ready graduate.  In my time in the doctorate program and in the school district, I have 

developed a clear and focused perspective that the future of education is in vertical teams, that 

each feeder pattern within the larger system must have autonomy and ownership of its own 

individual and unique academic, social-emotional, economic, political, demographic character.    

 In fact, as part of the curriculum mappings and curriculum collaboratives, I reiterated the 

message of vertical teaming as vital to the future of the district.  I shared with teachers a sample 

agenda from the Shawnee Mission South ELA vertical team to demonstrate the power and 

leverage of vertical teams in order to construct a content-specific profile of a graduate, to data 

mine for skill gaps and social-emotional needs, to demonstrate research-based instructional 

practices, and to identify timely interventions for issues specific to the feeder pattern.  The 

vertical team is the organizational structure equivalent to the fire spotter analogy.  It allows for 

fluid, responsive communication between all rungs of the ladder.  The middle school teachers 

can spotlight and frontload issues that they are seeing at the bottom of the ladder so that the high 

school teachers can be proactive in their preparation of strategies and resources, and the high 

school teachers can pinpoint student needs and deficiencies in academic skills and social-

emotional proficiencies through assessment data gathered from the district assessment protocol 

that our Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment team contributed to designing this year.  As 

Dennis King said in DED 9009 Systemic School Improvement and Evaluation: predictable is 

preventable.   

When executed effectively, professional learning communities provide the horizontal 

accountability and vertical teams provide the vertical accountability to ensure a guaranteed, 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JkAVuHw2DbVTjAq-j7f6L9xTkN50uTl6Pyxrhr5KTbs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JkAVuHw2DbVTjAq-j7f6L9xTkN50uTl6Pyxrhr5KTbs/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IhuZ3utwwMm5MVlTaj_9KcOY5JMmFvyS/view?usp=sharing
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viable curriculum delivered through research-based instructional strategies and supported with a 

Response-To-Intervention model.  The district strategic plan and the vertical team profile of a 

graduate provide the North Star, as SMSD Superintendent Mike Fulton calls it.  Together, they 

provide the philosophy, focus, direction, and momentum by which all decisions and actions are 

measured.  These documents (the strategic plan and profile of a graduate) plus these structures 

(curriculum mappings, curriculum collaboratives, vertical teams, professional learning 

communities) are the building blocks for DuFour and Fullan’s (2013) systemness—the degree to 

which people identify and are committed to an entity larger than themselves—as defined in 

Cultures Built to Last: Systematic PLCs at Work, a work from DED 9009 Systemic School 

Improvement and Evaluation.  The Profile of a Graduate work that we did in DED 9004 

Curriculum, Learning, and Instruction reinforced for me the power and leverage of a vertical 

team when there is clear target, when there is a clear endgame, when teachers know why they are 

fighting, who they are fighting for, and how to fight most strategically, purposefully, and 

effectively.  The district vision for learning, supported by a vertical team framework, is sustained 

by those hundred little things that create a rhythm, a cadence, a culminating effect.  

Standard 2 

ISLLC Standard 2 states that an “education leader promotes the success of every student 

by advocating, nurturing, and sustaining a school culture and instructional program conducive to 

student learning and staff professional growth” (CCSSO, 2007).  As discussed in Standard 1, I 

took steps as a building department chair and as a district curriculum coordinator to repair the 

fabric of our district which had been left in shreds of disparate threads after our previous 

superintendent.  For the past several years, teacher morale had been low, with feelings of 

frustration and hopelessness to distrust and animosity permeating the district.  The feelings of the 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1lviZMfse2s_NJuC_sWmxbpdzoSvyYMMV?usp=sharing
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teachers in our district paralleled many of the causes of burnout that we discussed in the Post-It 

activity and the Yazinski (2009) article from DED 9006 Human Resources Management.  This 

year I took steps through the curriculum mappings and curriculum collaboratives to heal and lift, 

to bring back into focus our mission, vision, values, and goals.  I also took steps by being 

present, by visiting classrooms in a non-evaluative role to see the work and to hear from the 

teachers.  There had been a sense that district administrators were detached from the classroom 

experience, that they could no longer hear the sound on the ground, and teachers could no longer 

hear the call of the falconers.  I made it a personal goal to visit each building once per quarter.  In 

these lowkey trips to meet face-to-face with teachers, I found that simple gestures, such as 

handshakes and thank yous, paid huge dividends.  It is a finding similar to Cook, Fiat, and 

Larson (2018) who found that greeting students at the door boosted motivation and achievement.  

Eaker and Keating (2012) even acknowledged that sometimes the best work of PLCs is simply 

done by “pulling up a chair.”  Zlab (2019), in her presentation at the Garmin Educators Summit, 

shared that in surveying over 300 new employees, Garmin found that Gen Z needed purpose, 

transparency, and face-to-face communication in order to have an effective work space.  In short, 

to accomplish Standard 2, we would do well to remember that education is a human business; 

relationships are at the heart of it all.  And the servant leader in the middle leadership roles can 

go a long way to model and shape this attitude and approach for teachers to replicate in the 

classroom.   

The desire to repair and reconnect, to heal and lift extended to my work on the SMSD 

Strategic Plan steering committee.  I was positive and proud of the work that we accomplished 

on the SMSD Strategic Plan for many reasons.  One particular win involved Strategy 3 of the 

SMSD Strategic Plan which guaranteed that the district will “create the climate to cultivate 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17ADDcuRSLQO_og2xmeCDCO-zg8WGCGmJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g0oikGZRaII11wuOI8IdxSnlNgGtG22p/view?usp=sharing
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quality educators so they flourish in pursuit of our mission.”  The district action teams—with a 

team of approximately 30 district stakeholders for each of the five strategies—researched and 

designed action steps to accomplish each strategy.  The action team recommendations for 

Strategy 3 aligned with the findings on best practices for professional development from 

Darling-Hammond, Hyler, and Gardner (2017) and Hanover Research (2017) in DED 9004 

Curriculum, Learning, and Instruction.  Strategy 3 will be a comprehensive, sustainable 

professional development system that fulfills individualized learning needs and is overseen by a 

professional development coordinator.  It will be ongoing, timely, collaborative, job-embedded, 

relevant, and personalized with multiple opportunities for modeling and mentoring, for test 

driving and trouble shooting.  It will involve an online platform with on-demand videos and 

modules.  It will involve the leveraging of PLC time to deliver interactive webinars with other 

educators and industry professionals.  It will involve lab classrooms with model teachers to 

foster peer-to-peer observations and for teachers to see live and in real-time best practices put 

into action.  It will involve personalized learning tracks for recertification.  It will involve a 

rethinking of an ineffective, uneconomical, obsolescent evaluation system, which Kraft and 

Gilmour (2017) eviscerated in an article from DED 9000 Foundations of Educational 

Leadership.  It will involve feedback and intervention that Frey, Hattie, & Fisher (2018) said 

must be “just in time and just for me.”  In short, the SMSD Strategic Plan Strategy 3 fixes the 

gaps, inconsistencies, and haphazardness of the current professional development system to 

better accomplish the aims of ISLLC Standard 2.    

When we talk guaranteed and viable, whether it is curriculum or professional 

development, we are talking time and structure.  The SMSD Strategic Plan also recommends an 

investment in time and structure in order to accomplish Strategy 3.  The action plan calls for 

https://www.smsd.org/about/strategic-plan-2019-overview/strategic-plan-action-teams
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hQ6Xxodxbl7fdVwCxWUkJ1oyExz-EcSA/view?usp=sharing
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protected PLC time in elementary, middle, and high schools as well as increased planning time 

and less student load for teachers.  While we examined studies in DED 9006 Human Resources 

Management, which showed mixed and inclusive results about the effectiveness of class size 

except under very specific conditions, the ability to implement embedded professional 

development, which includes observation and mentoring, as well as the ability to implement 

relationship-dependent, emotionally-heavy initiatives, such as Corwin’s Deep Equity training 

and Panorama’s Social-Emotional surveying, requires time and energy for motivation and 

engagement, for authenticity and sustainability.  If the district is sincere its pledge to “sustain a 

school culture and instructional program conducive to student learning and staff professional 

growth,” then the district must invest in the time and structure to do it properly and legitimately.  

In the end, the mantra of DED 9007 Management of Finances, Facilities, and Resources 

reverberates throughout the language of the strategic plan and the future of the district: a district 

budget is the fiscal expression of educational philosophy.    

In addition to my work on the strategic plan steering committee to revamp professional 

development, I also worked as a district curriculum coordinator to promote student success by 

bolstering our middle school reading program.  For years, our middle school reading program 

lacked unity and fidelity; each building had created its own culture for the program without 

consistent entry and exit criteria; without a guaranteed, viable curriculum; and often taught by a 

turnstile of teachers without training or support and who assumed the role by default assignment.  

Compounding the dismal cultural context had been a dismal assessment context.  Our district’s 

middle school reading scores had been declining for the past five years as evidenced by Kansas 

Assessment and MAP scores.  In order to combat these historical contexts, the district purchased 

a reading intervention program—Read 180 and System 44—the year before I was hired as a 
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district curriculum coordinator.  It was the district’s answer to provide a consistent approach to 

support individual students with reading deficiencies and to improve overall reading scores 

across the five middle schools.   

After a hurried, uneven first year with the implementation of the middle school reading 

program, it was my job to increase fidelity to the program.  In order to accomplish this directive, 

I organized summer trainings, ordered supplementary materials, provided ongoing coaching, and 

facilitated semester meetings.  Specifically, in regard to the ongoing coaching, I coordinated 

trainers to provide embedded professional development by observing teachers in their 

classrooms and providing real-time feedback and support.  During the quarterly classroom visits, 

the trainers troubleshot technological issues, provided curricular support, and evaluated teacher 

performance.  The trainers also hosted a mid-year, two-day session with the reading teachers at 

our district campus to work through the programs and to analyze the data.  Throughout the 

training process, I met three times with the company account executive for data analysis 

sessions, which included data on student gains and teacher fidelity.  I also met two times with 

middle school principals to address the culture and criteria of the class.  Throughout the school 

year, the teachers and administrators collaborated through a reading program supports and goals 

document, which served as a cheat sheet for quick tips and tricks to navigate the course.   

By the end of the year, I felt that I lived ISLLC Standard 2 with mixed results, with 

unfinished business, with work to be done.  As detailed in a final data analysis presentation that I 

prepared for middle school building principals, we built momentum for the program and brought 

to the forefront of administrative conversations the best practices for placing students in the 

program and for increasing fidelity to the program.  As part of the entry criteria conversation, the 

GRIOT framework—general education interventions, records, interviews, observations, and 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DArMR4yzMcbv3hFqscES1f3uJ4iA7syH_6PoBxMTKUE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DArMR4yzMcbv3hFqscES1f3uJ4iA7syH_6PoBxMTKUE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1CQBTgVHrBCg4b3GtaD5qnoYXjeaVirKgN1C5qTAir7U/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LUflAbIXKlebOGt6CG1OaKwaN8Odqctz/view?usp=sharing
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tests—from DED 9002 Leading Special and Diverse Populations proved to be a valuable tool.  

Although intended as an Individual Education Plan (IEP) evaluation tool, the GRIOT framework 

guided our discussions for better identifying and placing students.  It also guided middle school 

principals and instructional coaches to develop vertical team systems with the feeder elementary 

schools to proactively identify students—especially students who may not have an IEP—who 

will need supports as they transition from sixth grade to seventh grade.  It involved the creation 

of protocols for sixth grade PLCs and for second semester sixth grade parent-teacher 

conferences.  It clarified which tests and what scores will be used to determine who should 

receive the reading program intervention.  In short, it helped to streamline and tighten our RTI 

Tier 3 process, which was part of the yearly goals for the district vision of learning as established 

during the summer leadership retreat with district and building administration and outlined in 

ISLLC Standard 1.   

 While progress was made this year in better placing and “advocating” for students, we 

still need to develop a better system for exiting and “nurturing and sustaining” students.  We 

need a culture of celebration.  We need to shift the perception of intervention from punishment to 

empowerment.  We need to help students see that reading is confidence and esteem, that the class 

will give them the tools to succeed.  We need to celebrate with graduation ceremonies and move 

with elective enrollments those who have completed the program.  By the end of this coming 

school year, I want to see the second part of ISLLC Standard 2 accomplished in our middle 

school reading program.  I want to see the nurturing and sustaining piece of ISLLC Standard 2 

become the lifeblood of the middle school reading culture.  In fact, as a district, we now have in 

place a guiding strategic plan and robust data tools—the District Data Galley 

(Academic/Behavior), Panorama Data Survey (SEL), Community Stakeholder Survey 
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(Climate/Culture), Professional Needs Survey (PD)—to measure a multitude of district data 

points.  It is now time to sync the pieces—to make the hundred little passes, to do the hundred 

little things—and bond them with Fullan’s (2011) relational correlation, with Collins’s (2001) 

Level 5 leadership, with Gatewood’s (2019) definition of servant leadership.   

Standard 3 

 ISLLC Standard 3 states that an “education leader promotes the success of every student 

by ensuring management of the organization, operation, and resources for a safe, efficient, and 

effective learning environment” (CCSSO, 2007).  Of all of the standards, I had the least 

experience with Standard 3 when I entered the doctorate program.  However, during the course 

of the doctorate program some of my most interesting and fulfilling experiences involved this 

district leadership standard.  In particular, the safe schools periodical review in DED 9007 

Management of Finances, Facilities, and Resources, the field trip to the Mill Creek Learning 

Center in DED 9007 Management of Finances, Facilities, and Resources, the mitigating 

hazards in school facilities article in DED 9005 Legal, Policy, and Ethical Issues in 

Leadership, and the community partnership proposal in DED 9001 Communication and 

Collaboration in Leadership not only enhanced my understanding of an “effective learning 

environment” but also inspired me to draft an action team proposal for Strategy 5 of the SMSD 

Strategic Plan which calls for “state-of-the-art facilities to accomplish our beliefs, mission, and 

objectives.”  

 An effective learning environment is the intersection of all lessons and learnings from the 

educational leadership doctorate program.  It requires a transformational leadership skillset 

outlined in the Stone, Russell, and Patterson (2004) research from DED 9000 Foundations of 

Educational Leadership in order to sell the idea to students, staff, and stakeholders.  It requires 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ng0FV-t3yb4TI7ySRFNcqvwP3ylJzeVL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lnLlc7flIuQe9BYBA-e0xwt8ZWgji5vS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lnLlc7flIuQe9BYBA-e0xwt8ZWgji5vS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VPt1NDyAwbF8-2_VF9KPYUZwgL4hwJWE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g0oikGZRaII11wuOI8IdxSnlNgGtG22p/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g0oikGZRaII11wuOI8IdxSnlNgGtG22p/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VMeBpCc8QPsSx7_hUhkClL3Ta7TYKiqn/view?usp=sharing
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clear district communication, productive community partnerships, and authentic stakeholder 

input in order to justify and vet the idea using resources like the American Association of School 

Administrators (2009) toolkit and the Kappan (2017) article from DED 9001 Communication 

and Collaboration in Leadership.  It requires an understanding of safety recommendations as 

outlined in Atlas’s (2017) article from DED 9005 Legal, Policy, and Ethical Issues in 

Leadership and access issues as articulated in the United States Department of Justice’s (2010) 

ADA Standards for Accessible Design from DED 9002 Leading Special and Diverse 

Populations.  It requires an alignment with the district vision for learning, including the strategic 

plan, the program of studies, and the signature pathway programs as discussed in DED 9004 

Curriculum, Learning, and Instruction.  It requires a comprehensive mastery of the district 

budget and the savvy administration of funding buckets to be a responsible steward of 

community resources and to ensure an unwavering commitment to the fundamental concept that 

the district budget is the fiscal expression of educational philosophy.      

 All of these articles and assignments provided me with the foundations—the specifics, 

the strategies, the protocols, and the processes—of an effective learning environment.  However, 

our field trip to the Mill Creek Learning Center in DED 9007 Management of Finances, 

Facilities, and Resources provided me the inspiration to pursue my own vision for an effective 

learning environment in the form of an action team proposal for Strategy 5 of the SMSD 

Strategic Plan.  The Mill Creek Learning Center left me with several enduring takeaways: the 

way in which architects must balance function and fashion, the way in which districts must 

engage the community with authentic participation in decision-making processes, the way in 

which a district facility can impact the local business community, the way in which a district 

facility must honor the past and offer flexibility for the future, the way in which a district facility 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lntmdsXqxoWRsT4MBXxDqzBMKfCNvO3d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TlRj4bZTMkSF27GKgmbCdvdim9Uv0uF5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KB9aHKWEKTdMatmDMOEwaXR8SV1yL4w3/view?usp=sharing
https://www.ada.gov/2010ADAstandards_index.htm
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g0oikGZRaII11wuOI8IdxSnlNgGtG22p/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g0oikGZRaII11wuOI8IdxSnlNgGtG22p/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zGR33b2TODkbgTnXp5Axqu6yRcSimeA2/view?usp=sharing
https://www.smsd.org/academics/career-technical-education/smsd-cte-pathways
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zyq9UBf-577YbbSkEephLqmMlYI2v5S8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Zyq9UBf-577YbbSkEephLqmMlYI2v5S8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/163vydYNchEkzEOXPxlAh3dTKSnMlY5wM/view?usp=sharing
https://www.hollisandmiller.com/portfolio-posts/millcreek-learning-center/
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must account for a variety of curricular programs and student needs.  That field trip encouraged 

me to transform the community partnership paper from DED 9001 Communication and 

Collaboration in Leadership into a full proposal to fulfill Strategy 5 of the SMSD Strategic 

Plan which focuses on “resources to support state-of-the-art facilities to accomplish our beliefs, 

mission, and objectives.”   

My SMESL proposal calls for a re-imagining of our district Shawnee Mission 

Environmental Science Lab, a 22-acre tract of land with a prairie, pond, woodland, and stream 

on the east side of Shawnee Mission South High School.  The SMESL has been a beloved 

mainstay of the community for 50 years, and the SMESL project would be a testament to our 

district commitment to the values and practices of sustainability.  The SMESL redevelopment 

also represents one of the “robust opportunities” of our strategic plan mission statement that 

would create the “challenging, relevant personalized learning” of our district objectives.  In the 

parameters of our district strategic plan, we promise to “practice responsible stewardship of all of 

our resources and partner with our community to leverage success.”  Another parameter 

promises that “we will recognize and incorporate our traditions of excellence and build our 

vision for the future upon their solid foundation.”  The SMESL project is an ideal representation 

of theses parameters.  The Shawnee Mission School District has consistently and continuously 

invested in innovative curricular pathway programs for authentic and individualized learning 

experiences for its students.  The district has an outstanding reputation for its robust academic 

programs that meet the needs of its community.  The district’s Center for Academic 

Achievement—with signature programs ranging from culinary to engineering, from game design 

to medical science—provides students with the tools, tech, and credentials for post-secondary 

success as discussed in DED 9004 Curriculum, Learning, and Instruction.  The district also 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1b3meQw2vEyt7THLK70UsMLF_95nOM0VY/view?usp=sharing
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offers numerous site-based programs in diverse fields from business to education, from 

international studies to media technology to help students craft individual plans of study.  

Together, these programs represent all of the ways in which the district, through visionary 

leadership and community partnerships, has sought to provide a guaranteed, viable curriculum 

with a focus on college, career, and citizenship readiness for the students of the district.  My CTE 

presentation in DED 9002 Leading Special and Diverse Populations provided me the context 

and understanding of signature pathway programs in order to justify and connect the concept of 

the proposal to the work of the district.    

In addition to linking the SMESL proposal to the SMSD Strategic Plan, I linked the 

SMESL Proposal to Overland Park’s Forward OP Strategic Plan.  Overland Park’s Forward OP 

strategic plan has articulated many goals that match the goals of the SMESL project.  The city 

may prove to be a viable partner in the project.  The Forward OP strategic plan includes goals 

related to the following topics:  1.2 green spaces, 1.4 public parks, 1.6 trail systems, 3.1 quality 

education, 3.2 summer programs, 5.3 bicycle plans, 6.3 OpenOP concepts, 8.2 community 

gardens, 8.3 beautification efforts, and 8.4 public art pieces.  The SMESL proposal could be an 

exciting partnership between school district and local community.  The educational leadership 

doctorate program gave me the tools and inspiration to launch it.   

Besides providing me the preparation and inspiration to draft the SMESL Proposal, the 

educational leadership doctorate program provided me increased awareness and comprehensive 

perspective about school safety.  It was an issue with which I had little experience as a classroom 

teacher other than practicing fire drills, rehearsing lockdown procedures, and receiving Run Hide 

Fight training.  Through articles about mitigating hazards in schools  in DED 9005 Legal, 

Policy, and Ethical Issues in Leadership and assignments about safe school protocols in DED 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_PvGEQazNGL-F5DUedMEFGIoFWQc0yjD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_PvGEQazNGL-F5DUedMEFGIoFWQc0yjD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QMl908xhi0iqPe0UE2XKkNQmozQSPskf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lnLlc7flIuQe9BYBA-e0xwt8ZWgji5vS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L5Xv1njPkjJeTscHkqSV1NUpootEjTiX/view?usp=sharing
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9007 Management of Finances, Facilities, and Resources, I gained a better understanding of 

and appreciation for the interplay of design, safety, climate, wellbeing, and effectiveness.  As 

stated in the Virginia Department of Education (2019) model crisis management plan, the 

characteristics that contribute to safe schools and supportive environments include:  a focus on 

academic achievement; family and community involvement; positive relationships between 

students and staff; open and transparent discussions of physical safety and social-emotional 

wellbeing; comprehensive crisis management plans; clear systems for the reporting of abuse and 

neglect; and embedded civic engagement and character education programs within the 

curriculum.   

 This learning became real when I interviewed Chief John Douglass, SMSD Executive 

Director of Emergency Management, as part of my DED 9031 Directed Field Experience II.  

Chief Douglass explained and showed the ways in which SMSD is taking positive, intentional, 

action-oriented steps toward this district vision of a comprehensive system of schools with safe 

physical buildings and supportive learning environments.  Specifically, he shared with me our 

district’s crisis plan, our district’s facility upgrades, and our district’s surveillance system, a topic 

of importance due to new KASB guidance on surveillance system footage as discussed in my 

revision of board policy assignment in DED 9005 Legal, Policy, and Advocacy Issues in 

Leadership.  All of the key features from the Atlas (2017) article from DED 9007 Management 

of Finances, Facilities, and Resources have been included in the redesign of district facilities.  

When Chief Douglass assumed his position in the Shawnee Mission School District after 41 

years with the Overland Park Police, he quickly instituted sweeping security measures that meet 

the standards proposed by Atlas (2017).  Shawnee Mission South High School is a representative 

example of these school building security enhancements.  In the picture of the high school 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p3XFAA7JAggDZZGx0vSJZl_VISH1WGrO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MATEHNi7tx8GLaMr3Ky07jomiOHV1_Rm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KB9aHKWEKTdMatmDMOEwaXR8SV1yL4w3/view?usp=sharing
https://smsouth.smsd.org/
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(SMSD, 2019), Shawnee Mission South’s pinch point entry is constructed with silver bollards 

which appear a natural part of the design, but which are reinforced to withstand the impact of a 

vehicle.  The windows are glazed and fortified with mullions.  The front doors lead to a central 

security station operated by a School Resource Officer (SRO) who has a driver’s license 

scanning system and a video monitoring system.  Not only can the SRO monitor and control all 

of the cameras on the high school campus, but district security personnel also can monitor and 

control any camera in any building in the school district from the district office during an 

emergency situation.  The SRO has a panic button in the security station, which can immediately 

alert local law enforcement of an emergency situation, which is another safety criterion of Atlas 

(2017).  The focused entry point and central security station are separated from the interior of the 

school by a second set of doors, creating a reinforced vestibule (Atlas, 2017) or zone of 

confusion (Douglass, 2019) to delay and disorient an intruder.  In addition, all of the school 

grounds used for athletics and activities are secured by perimeter fencing with locked gates.  The 

Shawnee Mission School District, as represented by the Shawnee Mission South example, has 

fully invested in Atlas’s (2017) safety and security measures for all of its forty-nine district 

buildings.  This point was made explicitly clear just a week after my interview with Chief 

Douglass when Highlands Elementary had to enact its emergency safety plan when police 

exchanged gunfire with a person living across the street from the school (Schwers, 2019). 

 Through the doctorate program courses as well as the directed field experiences, I gained 

tremendous insight and experience about safe and effective learning environments.  As part of 

the DED 9030 and 9031 Directed Field Experiences I and II, I interviewed numerous district 

personnel—Chief John Douglass, Executive Director of Emergency Services; Rick Atha, 

Associate Superintendent of Organizational Support; Bob Robinson, Executive Director of 
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Facilities; Joan Leavens, Coordinator of Sustainability; Joe Gilhaus, Director of Secondary 

Principals; and Leigh Anne Neal, Assistant Superintendent of Early Childhood Education and 

Strategic Engagement; Christy Ziegler, Assistant Superintendent of Personalized Learning; and 

Ryan Flurry, Principal of CTE.  They each helped me to understand the complex, multifaceted 

nature of the “management of the organization, operation, and resources for a safe, efficient, and 

effective learning environment” of ISLLC Standard 3.  More importantly, they, along with 

 DED 9007 Management of Finances, Facilities, and Resources and DED 9005 Legal, Policy, 

and Ethical Issues in Leadership most specifically, helped me to understand the interplay and 

integration of philosophy, budget, facility, safety, curriculum, and community to inform my 

SMESL plan.  Hopefully, within five years, there will be a testament to ISLLC Standard 3 on the 

grounds of Shawnee Mission South, a state-of-the-art environmental laboratory which serves as 

an educational centerpiece for the school, district, and community.   

Standard 4  

 ISLLC Standard 4 states that an “education leader promotes the success of every student 

by collaborating with faculty and community members, responding to diverse community 

interests and needs, and mobilizing community resources” (CCSSO, 2007).  During the course of 

the educational leadership doctorate program and my district curriculum coordinator work, I had 

two formative experiences which provided me a fuller, enriched, and more robust understanding 

of an “inclusive and equitable school environment.”  As part of my diversity experience for DED 

9031 Field Experience II, I organized a field trip to Olathe North High School with our 

Heritage Spanish teachers from the three SMSD buildings (Shawnee Mission South, Westridge, 

and Hocker Grove) in which the course is taught.  I organized the field trip because early in my 

tenure as curriculum coordinator I discovered a significant gap in the supporting of first-
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generation students whose families immigrated from Spanish-speaking countries.  In addition, I 

discovered a significant gap in the support of teachers working with these students.   

 The field trip provided me with valuable insights which influenced my work both on the 

district curriculum and the district strategic plan.  By witnessing the Heritage Spanish course at 

Olathe North, the three SMSD teachers were able to see through the masterful teaching of Marta 

Silva how to best structure and manage the classroom environment.  Silva also conferenced with 

the three SMSD teachers during her plan time.  She shared with the three SMSD teachers her 

yearly schedule, unit designs, sample assessments, and individual assignments.  Moreover, by 

having all four teachers in the same room, and using my learning on PLCs from the systemic 

review of literature in DED 9000 Foundations of Educational Leadership, which included 

articles on best practices for online PLCs, we were able to craft an ongoing, scheduled virtual 

PLC to be delivered through the WebX platform as well as to create a Google Team Drive folder 

for the sharing of Heritage Spanish resources and materials.  Throughout the onsite observation 

and roundtable conversation, Silva modeled true professionalism, providing her time to enhance 

the confidence and competence of the three SMSD teachers and, by extension, the experience 

and achievement of their students.  

 For me, the field trip to Olathe North had a profound fundamental and philosophical 

impact.  The SMSD has undergone significant demographic shifts in the last 20 years.  In 1998, 

the district was 89% white with 7% free and reduced lunch students (SMSD, 2018).  In 2018, the 

district was 64% white with 35% free and reduced lunch students (SMSD, 2018).  However, over 

the past two decades, many of the philosophies and practices of the district have not kept pace 

with the demographic shift.  During the field trip I witnessed the need in our own district for 

culturally relevant teaching, as explained by Pankake and Littleton (2012) in DED 9002 Leading 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P8mW1Gw4vmcaO7Z-MC8BswqboIHvrvdA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P8mW1Gw4vmcaO7Z-MC8BswqboIHvrvdA/view?usp=sharing
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Special and Diverse Populations, and which values the home culture, seeks connections with 

community, and focuses on cultural competence and consciousness.  It is an educational 

philosophy tied to a literacy approach as promoted in Gordon’s (2018) No More Fake Reading, a 

text that several vertical teams in SMSD have used for a book study.  Due to prejudice, mobility, 

and economics, oftentimes students who would be candidates for the Heritage Spanish class do 

not connect with or participate in school.  They often lack a space within the school day that not 

only scaffolds for them literacy skills in English and Spanish but also provides them with a safe 

and welcoming space to discuss relevant issues and to solve common problems.  Silva’s class 

provided the answer.  In listening to the students of the course, I heard stories of empowerment, 

belonging, safety, and purpose that the students found in the class.  The Heritage Spanish class 

made their school world smaller and provided her students a support system to navigate the day.  

Beyond supporting literacy skills, the class provided a space for social-emotional wellbeing.  My 

goal is to educate administrators about the role of the class in the culture of their schools and to 

spread the template from just three buildings to all buildings where the class is appropriate and 

justified by enrollments.   

 Because of the enthusiasm that I saw in our three SMSD teachers and the positivity that I 

saw in Silva’s students, I made it a priority in my position to deliver essential resources to 

support the course.  I drafted a presentation to the Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment 

Team, the District Leadership Team, and the Board of Education to purchase texts, materials, 

and online resources to support individualized instruction required of the course in the key areas 

of literacy proficiency: reading, writing, speaking, and listening.  The instructional material plan 

from DED 9004 Curriculum, Learning, and Instruction proved a critical and essential 

assignment as it provided me the template by which to adopt a new district resource; it gave me 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/16ruuf_RMCpR9UkWXamzhXtvXajGkSzCnJyDgu76M_c4/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1t0gGSq6amnbdIJF_BdBREMOMFxsjQ_Ac/view?usp=sharing
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the tools to communicate with the company representative, the structure to organize a pilot, the 

framework to budget for the resource, and the fundamentals to speak before the board.  In the 

end, I successfully procured resources for our three SMSD schools with Heritage Spanish 

classes.  In addition, after the field trip to Olathe North, I provided time, through professional 

day substitute coverage, for the three SMSD teachers to meet together at our Center for 

Academic Achievement to draft a curriculum map with embedded resources for the Heritage 

Spanish class.  After five years without a proper curriculum map or adequate instructional 

resources, the three SMSD teachers now are in a position to support their students and grow their 

programs.    

The instructional material plan from DED 9004 Curriculum, Learning, and 

Instruction further helped me with the adoption of a new ELA resource for middle and high 

school students.  Using the same principles from World Language resource adoption, I managed 

the piloting and adoption of new ELA resource with a budget of $2.5 million to purchase texts 

and online access for over 13,000 students.  With the adoption of the ELA resource, I applied the 

same general philosophy as with the World Language resource adoption: to find a resource more 

representative of the students we serve.  I am proud of my work in selecting the Pearson 

resource.  Not only did I come in $600,000 below budget, but I secured three novel licenses per 

site license for a total of over 39,000 novels so that we can update, modernize, and make more 

diverse our reading offerings for students.  We purchased a high-quality resource with culturally-

relevant texts.  Throughout both resource adoptions, the lessons from my group presentation in 

DED 9007 Management of Finances, Facilities, and Resources guided my decisions, 

especially—again—that a district budget is the fiscal expression of educational philosophy.   

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_eMWdEu0_rEIOdJH-_66UY4jJh12eYaexIQjWCsbHWM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1H4LUkpk4nK2tiqXRiOpC2v529AtJWeER_dxiPUfHybc/edit?usp=sharing
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 The lessons from that Olathe North field trip to observe the Heritage Spanish class had 

even greater reach than just curriculum.  The field trip influenced my thinking as a member of 

the steering committee for the district strategic plan.  I am proud and positive of the entire 

strategic planning process.  It lived ISLLC Standard 4 as each feeder pattern was represented 

through community nominated participants which included students, teachers, parents, 

administrators, board members, and community members.  The thirty-member steering 

committee was representative of age, gender, race, socio-economic status, and positional power.  

Through a well-designed consensus process by the Cambrian consulting group, the steering 

committee drafted the beliefs, mission, objectives, and strategies for the district.  The document 

includes much language involving a district commitment to inclusivity, equity, personalization, 

wellbeing, and transparency.  In the belief statements, however, is one statement for which I am 

particularly proud, for I wrote it: “a community’s strength is derived from its diversity.”  To me 

the belief is foundational to the future of our district.  We need to embrace and celebrate the 

diversity of our community.  It is what makes us vibrant.  It is the heart of who we are.  

 Besides serving on the strategic plan steering committee, I also served on the district 

program of studies committee this year.  This committee of district and building administrators 

met to coordinate the course catalogue, signature programming, alternative education options, 

and graduation requirements.  As part of this process, Shawnee Mission South was selected to 

pilot an AP Capstone program.  This program allows students to take a two-course sequence 

during their junior and senior year to help students develop independent research skills and to 

earn an AP Capstone diploma.  Students take Seminar their junior year and Research their senior 

year.  If a student successfully completes both courses and successfully completes four additional 

AP exams, the student will receive an AP Capstone diploma which will help with college 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g0oikGZRaII11wuOI8IdxSnlNgGtG22p/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16k0k4izgjoPo1UJYDrRIiOtokcSbydcU/view?usp=sharing
https://bayonetenglish.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/ap-capstone-brochure.pdf
https://secure-media.collegeboard.org/digitalServices/pdf/ap/ap-seminar-course-and-exam-description.pdf
https://secure-media.collegeboard.org/digitalServices/pdf/ap/ap-research-course-and-exam-description.pdf
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admission and scholarships.  A key feature of the independent research required of this program 

is community partnerships.  These community partnerships will help students with research and 

mentoring.  It will require the district to start building a network of community partnerships to 

support students.  The research component also can include a local lens which may further help 

students engage and connect with their community.  

 The concept of the AP Capstone course interested me so much that I am returning to the 

classroom to pilot the course.  I will be piloting the course this fall at Shawnee Mission South 

with the first cohort of AP Capstone diploma-seeking students.  The course is the future of 

education.  It is process; it is skill; it is personalization.  It is the KSDE’s school redesign 

principles.   It synthesizes all my experiences and skillsets—doctorate learning, classroom 

teaching, program building, community partnering.  I am already using the idea from the 

community resource assignment in DED 9001 Communication and Collaboration in 

Leadership to build a database of community contacts, especially alumni and families in the 

Shawnee Mission South community.  For example, I have contacted a former student who is an 

organizer with TEDxUMKC and another former student who is the coordinator of teen programs 

at the Nelson-Atkins Museum.  I am going to use contacts—alumni and families—from the 

South area to build a network of support for students.  Ideally, the system will eventually feed 

itself.  Alumni will give back by helping the next generation of students.  Southies will help 

Southies.  I already accomplished this with my KSMS radio and television program in which 

former students who have become professionals in the industry have served as mentors or point-

people for current students.  I want to build and expand that same culture again, this time with 

the AP Capstone program.  I want to elevate and empower students with research skills, 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IaNqaduuixGcURSG8Xl6fm_hisNVPHvd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IaNqaduuixGcURSG8Xl6fm_hisNVPHvd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jzkRvZZUSdt7bOMQ3kIQqwC9K9RbxcmV/view?usp=sharing
https://www.ted.com/tedx/events/32515
https://nelson-atkins.org/teen-programs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/southksms
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professional contacts, and real-world experiences, which is the future of the SMSD Strategic 

Plan, the KSDE School Redesign Principles, and ISLLC Standards.  

Standard 5 

ISLLC Standard 5 states that an “education leader promotes the success of every student 

by acting with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner” (CCSSO, 2007).  While I 

documented the first four standards with artifacts from the doctorate program and actions from 

my district job, ISLLC Standards 5 and 6 are more aspirational; they get at guiding moral values, 

much like the belief statements articulated in the SMSD district strategic plan, the code that will 

govern all present and future actions.  The first four standards get at the logistics and behaviors 

to sustain a system of education—learning vision, instructional program, resource management, 

facility maintenance, security protocols, community collaboration, and school culture.  ISLLC 

Standards 5 and 6 are bigger, more overarching.  They get at ethics and advocacy, at the 

foundational underpinnings on which all else connects and operates.  They are the reason for 

being.  They are who we are.   

Earlier in the portfolio, I referenced the seven word activity from Campbell’s (2012) text 

in DED 9000 Foundations of Educational Leadership.  Recently, I saw a video from Pink 

(2016) in which he advocated for a one-word branding, a symbol, a representation, for which one 

stands.  The word for which I strive is integrity, a state of being in which my personal and 

professional lives are integrated and transparent, in which all my values and motivations and 

skills and energies are working in a singular direction for a specific purpose.  It is focus and 

unity, joy and flow.  It is honest, sound, whole.  It is giving and serving and letting the work 

move through me.  It is the holding midfielder at the center of the rhythm of the game.  It is 

organic and seamless and unbroken.  It is what I am.  Inside and out, through and through.     

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K6Qupn9FbFQGwkf-MbdV0vFvL6KOrfY2/view?usp=sharing
https://www.entrepreneurship.org/videos/leadership-and-motivation/how-to-pitch-and-persuade
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 This two-year journey in the doctorate program and my district job have positioned me to 

live a life of integrity.  I have clear sense of purpose, focus, direction.  I understand my next 

steps.  As part of these values—the integrity, fairness, and ethics of ISLLC Standard 5—I plan to 

promote social justice and civic engagement in the work that I do.  It is a call from the state in 

the KSDE’s redesign principles.  It was the centerpiece of the KSDE’s civic engagement 

conference and their Civic Advocacy Network (CAN) award.  It is part of the KSDE’s Seal of 

Biliteracy initiative, in which the state is recognizing achievement in a second language and 

culture.  It is the push to see the world through a multicultural lens and to actively participate as 

an informed and engage citizen of the local, national, and global communities.   

To do so, schools also must promote the social-emotional wellbeing of students, another 

goal of KSDE’s redesign principles and the focus of my dissertation work.  It was an idea born in 

my work with advisories at Shawnee Mission South High School, extended by my work in DED 

9004 Curriculum, Learning, and Instruction with my curriculum revision action plan, and 

confirmed in my study of perceptions toward advisory in my dissertation.  In the last lecture of 

DED 9002 Leading Special and Diverse Populations, Lawson presented a slide which 

catalogued the ever-increasing responsibilities heaped upon public education by government 

policy and community demand.  In today’s context, given mental health statistics, social media 

omnipresence, and economic dynamics, social-emotional wellbeing, and the soft skills and 

interpersonal behaviors that go with it, have become essential to the education and socialization 

of students.  I am committed to the issue to such a degree that I volunteered to coordinate a cadre 

of over 40 teachers and counselors from elementary, middle, and high schools throughout the 

district.  This group, called the Cornerstone Cadre, sought to identify the gaps in and implement 

the best practices for Social-Emotional Character Development (SECD) in each feeder pattern.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IaNqaduuixGcURSG8Xl6fm_hisNVPHvd/view?usp=sharing
https://www.ksdetasn.org/events/_AIQsw
https://www.ksdetasn.org/events/_AIQsw
https://www.ksde.org/Portals/0/CSAS/CSAS%20Home/Civic%20Engagement/CAN%20Award%20One%20Pager%20082817.pdf?ver=2017-08-28-095729-280
https://www.ksde.org/Agency/Division-of-Learning-Services/Career-Standards-and-Assessment-Services/Content-Area-M-Z/World-Languages/Seal-of-Biliteracy
https://www.ksde.org/Agency/Division-of-Learning-Services/Career-Standards-and-Assessment-Services/Content-Area-M-Z/World-Languages/Seal-of-Biliteracy
https://www.ksde.org/Portals/0/CSAS/Content%20Area%20(M-Z)/School%20Counseling/Soc_Emot_Char_Dev/Kansas%20SECD%20Model%20Standards%20Revised%20July%202018.pdf?ver=2018-07-12-114624-670
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XF5NFF0D7MXgzmE1m2Arm1BDlO7k_Vzi/view?usp=sharing
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This group also served as a guiding coalition to build the capacity of staff throughout the district 

with skills and strategies to work effectively with students.  In order to support teachers, I also 

coordinated professional development with the Trauma Smart program of St. Luke’s Crittenton 

Children’s Center.  In addition, I built an SECD tool kit that I used to during two full-day 

trainings with the Cornerstone Cadre.  Our work influence the district to purchase the Panorama 

student survey program in order identify students who may need support, to inform parents about 

school and community mental health resources, and to target specific resources to individual 

needs for each school and feeder pattern.   

As I move forward to do this work in the name of integrity, I will keep in my back pocket 

one of the most valuable resources of the doctorate program—the nine-point checklist for ethical 

decision-making from the Kidder (2009) text in DED 9013 The Ethics of District Leadership.  

The checklist has provided me a handy and reliable filter through which to run real-world 

situations.  This framework, as well as the numerous case studies in DED 9013 The Ethics of 

District Leadership, in DED 9005 Legal, Policy, and Ethical Issues in Leadership, and in 

DED 9006 Human Resources Management, have equipped me to more critically reflect upon 

complex situations from my previous two decades in education and to better prepare myself for 

my subsequent years in education.  Kidder’s decision-making framework and the practice runs 

with challenging real-world scenarios, including Robbin’s infamous “hot seat” in DED 9013 

Ethics of District Leadership, helped me to better confront through a methodical and reasoned 

process the ethical and legal issues in the field of education.  In addition, Melissa Hillman, 

general legal counsel for Blue Valley School District, who served as a guest speaker in week two 

of DED 9006 Human Resources Management, taught me that it is okay to ask for help in 

challenging situations as she does with her group of legal experts who correspond through an 

http://traumasmart.org/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19PAMIlp3qM8TPi-XsmCI7ycOigoJKw0i?usp=sharing
https://www.panoramaed.com/panorama-student-survey
https://www.panoramaed.com/panorama-student-survey
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eIfbhAXFuBN0znJj1aXAPNVRbUbyNhHe/view?usp=sharing
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email listserv.  It is one of my flaws as a leader—the assuming of responsibility without the 

delegation of work.  At times, to my detriment, I assume the load, bear the burden, say yes to 

whatever is asked.  It is the danger of servant leadership—the taking in and taking on.  I need 

seek balance in my pursuit of integrity.  I don’t have to go it alone.  There is a community of 

support.  I can let me own guard down to let others in.  It is imperative of the job and my own 

social-emotional wellbeing.   

Standard 6  

ISLLC Standard 6 states that an “education leader promotes the success of every student 

by understanding, responding to, and influencing the political, social, economic, legal, and 

cultural context” (CCSSO, 2007).  It is symbolic that this is the last standard for it is the ultimate 

aim.  To promote success is to advocate for students.  It is the all means all philosophy of SMSD.  

It is the essential element of a safe and effective learning environment which serves the students, 

families, and stakeholders of a community.  In DED 9005 Legal, Policy, and Ethical Issues in 

Leadership, the education advocacy organizations assignment, provided me with the broader 

mindset to perceive more keenly the dimensions and interconnections of economics, politics, and 

culture in the local school community.  That particular assignment, in addition to the lectures and 

papers on recruiting, hiring, and retaining employees in DED 9005 Legal, Policy, and Ethical 

Issues in Leadership and in DED 9006 Human Resources Management, helped to extend my 

vision beyond now, to see the long game.  In soccer, the best players play two moves ahead, they 

see down the field not the ball at their feet, they see the play beyond the play.  I, too, can now see 

the long game down field.     

Besides my personal goal of integrity for ISLLC Standard 5, I have a professional goal of 

a Grow Your Own program for ISLLC Standard 6.  As with some earlier examples of belief 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TxaooychXx6KMmbQz6x-1QVH1-irrMOU/view?usp=sharing
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statements and action plans which I had a role in writing into the SMSD Strategic Plan, I also 

had a role in writing an action plan for Strategy 3, for cultivating quality educators, which 

involves the creation of an SMSD Grow Your Own program.  It is something on which I have 

been working in the background throughout the year.  I have coordinated with Linda Sieck, 

President of NEA; Rick Atha, Associate Superintendent of Organizational Support; Michael 

Schumacher, Associate Director of Human Resources; and Ryan Flurry, Principal of CTE.  I 

even helped to connect Sharon Zoellner with Rick Atha in the hopes Baker can play a role in the 

future of this program.  Through the process over the course of last year, I have compiled a 

folder of foundational documents on which to build the work.   

SMSD is a microcosm of the national demographic landscape.  It is a first ring suburb, 

which experienced its heights of student population in the 1970s and 1980s with the influx of 

young families seeking new homes and green spaces.  However, the overall student population 

has been declining since the 1990s as the district has become geographically landlocked, and 

more families with school-aged children have moved to the new construction and open spaces of 

the second ring suburbs, bedroom communities, and exurbs and to the south and west.  SMSD’s 

population declined from 27,609 students in 2008 to 26,750 students in 2018 (SMSD, 2018).  

From 1998 to 2018, SMSD consolidated its elementary schools from 43 buildings to 33 

buildings and its middle schools from 7 buildings to 5 buildings (SMSD, 2018).  During that 

same time, as mentioned earlier in the portfolio, the district’s demographics shifted from 89% 

white and 8% free and reduced lunch to 64% white and 35% free and reduced lunch (SMSD, 

2018).  In the last two decades, SMSD has experienced a rise in empty nesters and rental 

properties in its area.  It also has experienced a rise in students who live in apartments, which has 

led to increased student mobility and transience.  SMSD covers 14 cities within its district 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11v5L1FqrKjPvP0pgtDE-qGnZT0HFqOu-?usp=sharing
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borders, and it serves students with numerous and diverse backgrounds, needs, and goals in 

attendance areas that include pockets of high wealth and high poverty, pockets of students in the 

system since kindergarten and students in the system since last week, pockets of traditional 

college-bound students and non-traditional school-to-work students.  Because the district serves 

a diverse population across a vast geographical area and because the its schools compete with 

several private schools in its attendance area, the district has been motivated to be creative and 

strategic in its use of financial and human resources to invest in new campus facilities—such as 

new athletic stadiums with videoboards and turf fields, new learning commons at the high 

schools with coffee shops and communal spaces, a new showpiece satellite campus offering 

signature pathway programs—in order to make the district look appealing.   

 The district has done much of the cosmetic and curricular work to remain competitive 

with neighboring public and private schools.  With the new state money coming into the district 

over the next four years, it is critical that the district now invests in the human capital at the heart 

of its operation.  With all the demographic shifts in the SMSD attendance area over the past two 

decades, as succinctly captured in the maps shared in DED 9001 Communication and 

Collaboration in Leadership, the district must be proactive and responsive to its growing 

minority population.  SMSD, much like the trending national data discussed in Moss’s (2016) 

article from DED 9006 Human Resources Management, is experiencing great difficulty in 

recruiting, hiring, and retaining teachers of color in the district for all of the reasons Moss’s 

(20160 article explained.  It is imperative that the district gets in front of the trend with an 

aggressive and intentional strategy.  I tried to make small steps this year with students seeing 

themselves in their classmates in the Heritage Spanish classes and with students seeing 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d6cWguRIW5O2Xvglcr0fuFgkIc44-R5N/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DfsVEeIdJFCkVV7wWO04k3je5OpQv8CL/view?usp=sharing
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themselves in their literature with the ELA adoption.  But, ultimately, for students to be 

connected, motivated, and engaged, students must see themselves in their teachers.   

 So ISLLC Standard 6 will be an ongoing and sustained work-in-progress for me.  Along 

with growing the AP Capstone program, the Grow Your Own teacher program is where I want to 

invest my time and talents and energy.  I want it to be my next step, my second half, my final act.  

The gap between white and nonwhite teachers increased in the last two years with white teachers 

constituting over 80% of the public-school teachers (Moss, 2016).  I want to cultivate the next 

generation of district educators from within the district through many of the same strategies 

outlined in the my retention plan assignment for DED 9006 Human Resources Management—

recruitment (competitive salary, college partnerships, incentives/supplementals), induction 

(guaranteed preservice plan time, professional needs surveying, wellness services access), 

mentorship (mentor teachers, mentor stipends, common plans, in-district discussion board), 

professional development (individualize professional development plans, multiple delivery 

modes), and culture and climate (leadership training, social-emotional surveying, public relations 

campaign).  We need more teachers of color in our system to be more inclusive of all students in 

our district.  We need to invest more in our current teacher pathway program, ensuring that 

programs are established at all five high schools not just three as currently exists.  Building the 

teacher pathway program will provide a short-term solution by placing high school mentors in 

our elementary school classrooms and in our special education classrooms.  It also will provide a 

long-term solution if we can incentivize the program by expanding our current college 

partnerships in order to establish debt-forgiveness or tuition-reimbursement programs for 

students who return to the district to teach.  We also need to seek more grants through the 

Shawnee Mission Educational Foundation’s (SMEF) work with local organizations, such as the 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Oj3vZe3zW55ihjKprZQz1GcHDCScKm2n/view?usp=sharing
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Kauffman Foundation and KC Scholars.  An enhanced teacher pathway program will involve 

minimal district investment by simply reallocating current CTE funds to the teacher pathway 

program for texts, materials, and resources.  By fostering a culture in which teaching is 

celebrated and rewarded, we can begin to recruit students from our system who know the 

community and culture, who know the neighborhoods and the kids, who are invested in and 

knowledgeable about the act of teaching and the task at hand.   

Conclusion  

 In August of 2017, a balding man in khaki pants and a plaid shirt stepped from his sport 

utility vehicle.  He was still carrying the sack lunch that his students had made for him for his 

first day of school.  He walked across the asphalt lot, up the concrete stairs, through the 

revolving door, and into Room 101 of an office building just down the road from his school and 

his home.  It was all a part of his neighborhood.  And this portfolio is really a story of a life, of a 

boy who found his calling long ago and who, after two years in the wilderness of lessons and 

experiences, is ready to return to where it all began to launch his final adventure, his platform on 

which to nurture and sustain the district—Vertical Team, AP Capstone, Grown Your Own.  

These three initiatives are his vehicles to live the ISLCC standards.  He is prepared with his tools 

from the Baker program to jump back into the game and into the sound, to be a servant leader, to 

do the hundred little things, to live his life with integrity, with love and light.      

 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/11zSqJTIpFnmJTUUBj2tK9vkp2hhNGRqE/view?usp=sharing
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